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Statement of Intent 

Introduction 

I have studied Multimedia in both years 9 and 10 and greatly enjoyed it. My favourite 

sections of the course were always 3D modelling and video editing/special effects. I chose to 

do multimedia in years 11 and 12 because of my enjoyment of the previous years in the 

course, and to continue to improve my skills in the area. 

Intended Project 

For my Major Work I intend to create a one to three minute long video of a light-saber 

battle between a sith lord and a Jedi, where the sith lord arrives in a 3D modelled and 

animated spaceship, implemented into live action video. I want to display this in a movie 

trailer style. I wish to improve and show my skill in the following areas; 

● 3D Modelling 

● Animation 

● Texturing/Material Use 

● Cycles Rendering 

● Tracking 

● Physics 

● masking 

● Special Effects (light-saber effects, lightning, etc.) 

● Video and Sound Editing + synchronisation 

 

To show my skills in modelling, texturing, and animating I will be creating a 3D model of a 

spaceship. I will then track and animate it so that it will fly onto the scene, land, and open a 

hatch to let out the pilot. Creating, tracking and animating the ship will be difficult as I have 

no experience with tracking or animating a 3D model and have little experience with 

texturing. Cycles rendering may also prove a challenge as I have no experience with that 

either. Adding special effects to the video should be an easier way to show my skills as I 

have already used light-saber effects and lightning effects are not too hard to do. Showing 

my skills in video editing should also be easier as this is the area I have the most experience 

in. However many of the things I am attempting in this project are new to me and the whole 

thing is a learning experience. 

Reasons 

I have selected this project for several reasons. Largely to learn new skills, and show my 

current skills over several fields of multimedia. Other reasons are to improve my creativity 

and time management. I chose to implement a 3D model into a live action video to show a 

wider variety of skills and to make it more visually interesting. 
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Motivation 

I was motivated to do this project by my interest in 3D modelling, animation, 

texturing/materials, special effects, and my goal to improve and learn those skills. I was also 

motivated to do this project by the year ten special effects short film assignment which was 

by far the most enjoyable assignment I have done, I wish to make a similar video that is 

more complex and shows a wider range of skills, the year ten project was also a group 

assignment where I will be doing this by myself. The 3D modelling assignments also 

contributed to this as they were also very enjoyable. 

Target Audience 

My target audience will be for a young adult group (12 - 25) however it may also be 

enjoyable by younger people. I think that the simple story with high, fast action best suits 

this age group. I think it would be less suitable for other age groups as it will be quite simple, 

limiting the enjoyment of people who like complex stories (usually older age group). And 

that it will be mostly fight scenes, limiting the enjoyment of people who prefer low action 

films (usually younger age group). 

Software and Equipment 

I plan to use several different programs in the creation of my Major Work. The types of 

programs I will use include; 

● 3D modelling programs 

● Video editing programs 

● Sound editing programs 

 

The 3D modelling program that I will use will likely be blender as that is the program I have 

the most experience in, however I would also like to try other programs to compare them to 

blender such as 3D max and Maya. 

A program that has a lot of tutorials would be ideal as this is a learning experience and I 

need to learn how to properly use the tools. I will likely use Adobe After Effects CC for video 

editing and special effects but I may also use Premiere Pro as I am more familiar with it than 

After Effects. 

Time Plan 

Utilizing time will be critical as I only have 3 terms to finish the Major Work; I have to begin 

planning early and allocate time to allow for me to learn the programs properly on top of 

the video. In school there are 3 lessons a cycle, each 73 minutes long. To allow for enough 

time to finish the major work I will need to put in around 3 hours a week. This is mostly for 

rendering on my home computer as the school computers are extremely slow. 
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SWOT analysis (on myself) 

 

SWOT analysis Evaluation (on myself) 

From my SWOT analysis I have concluded that I need to improve on my skills and keep 

practicing them so that I retain that knowledge, I already have experience in some skills 

from previous years and I have a good work ethic allowing me to put in lots of effort. The 

time limit and rendering time may pose a threat as my time management is not great. There 

are also several opportunities such as Band 6 or in-tech nom, as well as improving my 

current skills.   

Now that I have a greater understanding of my skills and limitations I can take that into 

account and allocate time accordingly. I can also take appropriate counter measures, such 

as researching into time management skills and other skills development to help me 

improve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strengths

Have experience from previous years.

Focused and good work ethic. 

Dedicated and willing to put in lots of 
effort.

Can learn new skills quickly.

Weaknesses

Have gaps in my knowledge that need to 
be filled.

I am forgetful and often have to relearn 
things to be able to do them 

competently.

Poor drawing skill will affect my 
storyboard quality.

Opportunities

Will gain skills in several areas such as 
3D-modelling and Special effects.

Improve my time management skills and 
ability to deal with stress.

Band 6/ in tech nomination.

Threats

Time limit.

Slow school computers will make 
rendering difficult and push the time 

limit further.

Poor story writing skill line may affect the 
enjoyment of the audience.
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SWOT analysis (on project) 

 

SWOT analysis Evaluation (on project) 

From my SWOT analysis on the project I have concluded that I need to improve on my skills 

such as 3D model animation, and time management as they are my weaknesses.  However I 

already have experience in all the programs that I am considering using in the project. There 

are also certain threats involved it the project such as time management, this is magnified 

by the balancing of time with my major work in multimedia and my minor work in Software 

Design and Development. If I do not achieve a good mark, it could affect my ATAR. However 

there are also opportunities that rise from this such as an in-tech nomination, possible 

scholarship, and band 6, if I achieve my goals.  

Now that I have a greater understanding of the limitations and restrictions of the project I 

can take that into account and allocate time accordingly, assisting in the balancing of 

multiple assignments. I can also take appropriate counter measures, such as researching 

into time management skills and 3D model animation. 

 

 

Strenghts

Have experience in all programs i 
am considering using in the 

project. 

Weaknesses

Need to improve some skills such 
as 3D model animation

Time management is fairly poor

Opportunitues

Band 6

In-tech nomination

Possible scolarship

Threats

Time limit

Possible poor mark lowering my 
atar

Have another minor work in SDD
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Materials 

Software 

Use Program Pros Cons 

3D Modelling/ 
Animation 

Blender 

 

● free 
● Physics, 

animation, 
and game 
engine inbuilt. 

● I am most 
experience in 
blender 

● Cross 
platform. 

 

● hard to 
navigate 

● high learning 
curve 

3D Max 

 

● industry 
standard 

● lots of 
support and 
resources 

● powerful 
● inbuilt 

animations/m
ovements 

● is not free 
● I have no 

experience 
with it 

Maya 

 

● industry 
standard 

● advanced 
physics 
simulation 

● multiple 
camera 
support 

● good 
character 
design 

● I have no 
experience in 
it 

● is not free 

Video editing tools Adobe After Effects 

 

● Good for 
special effects 

● Lots of 
resources/ 
support 

● costs money 
● not as good 

for editing as 
premier  
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● video/sound 
editing 

● I have 
moderate 
experience 
with this 
program 

 

Adobe Premiere Pro 

 

● good for 
video/sound 
editing 

● easy to use 
● I have 

experience in 
this program 

● industry 
standard 

● lots of 
support/ 
resources for 
it 

● costs money 
● is not very 

good for 
special effects 

Photo Editing tools Adobe Photoshop 

 

● industry 
standard 

● lots of 
support 

● powerful 
● variety of 

formats 
● I have 

experience in 
this program 

● can be 
complex 

 Microsoft Paint 

 

● Simple 
● Free 
● Easy to use 

● Very limited 
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File Types 

Image File Types 

File Name/Extension Description 

.JPEG(.jpg) 

Joint Photographic Experts Group 

Widely used by digital cameras. Lossy 
compression method supports 8-bit grey 
scale and 24_bit colour images. 

.PNG 

Portable Network Graphic 

PNG can store gamma and chromaticity data 
for improved colour matching on diverse 
platforms. 

.BMP 

Bitmap Image File 

Uncompressed file type makes it very large. 
Responsible for handling the graphical files 
within the Microsoft platform. 

 

Video File Types 

File Name/Extension Description 

.mp4 

MP4 format 

A universal file format which can come in 
both video and audio format as well as 
separately. Can be played on most video 
players. 

.avi 

AVI format 

A compressed video file type playable from 
almost all computers running Microsoft. 

.wmv 

Windows Media Video Format 

Restricted to windows with a small file size. 

.flv 

Flash Video Format 

A compressed file type supported by most 
computers. 
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Camera Movement 

Movement Description Picture 
Crane Shot: 

 
A shot taken from a camera 
mounted on a crane or jib, 
it is used to view the target 
from above or move up 
and away from them. 

 
 

Tracking and Dolly Shot: 
 

A shot where the camera is 
mounted on a dolly 
(wheeled platform that is 
pushed along rails) this 
allows the camera to move 
and follow an object or 
show a scene.  

Camera Panning: 
 

A shot where the camera is 
fixed to a rotating platform 
allowing the camera to 
rotate and follow a target 
or show a scene. 

 
 

Visual Effects 

Visual effects that I will be using are Lightsaber effects such as feathering and adding glow 

to an object, Lightning effects, particle effects for the ship engines, 3D model animation, and 

running a video backwards. 

 

Sound Effects  

The sound effects that I will be using are light-saber sound effects, Lightning/electricity 

sound effects, ship flight/landing sound effects,  

 

Plugins 

Several plugins I am looking at are the Video Co-pilot Optical Flares, Motion Plus, and most 

importantly Video co-pilot Saber, as well as other potential Video Co-pilot plugins. 
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Location  

There are several locations I could film at. The ones I am considering include; the school 

(field, courts, year 7 area), my house, and the trails near my house (Blackbutt, Falls, and 

Honeysuckle creek trails).  

Key: 

Home area 

Honeysuckle Creek Trail 

Blackbutt and Falls Creek Trails 

These are all possible filming locations 

near my house. 

 

 

Key: 

Field 

Year 7 area 

Courts 

These are all possible filming locations 

at the school. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Ongoing Evaluation: Research is coming along nicely; I have learned a great deal 

about rendering types, camera angles, camera shots and their effect. 

I have begun testing my 3D modelling skills and testing things such as particle effects 

and liquid simulation. 
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Websites 

Video Co-pilot – Website 

http://www.videocopilot.net/  

Description: The website is dedicated to teaching special effects in after effects, and 

provides a large variety of special effects plugins for after effects. 

How it helped:  The Video Co-pilot website helped me improve my skills in the field of 

special effects using After Effects. The website provides in depth tutorials on how to do a 

wide variety of impressive special effects. The website also provides special effects packages 

to make it easier to do many effects shown in the tutorials. I have used many of these 

videos as a base for improving my skills 

 

 

 

 

 

YouTube - website 

https://www.youtube.com 

Description: The YouTube website is a video uploading site where anyone can upload any 

video provided that it is deemed appropriate. 

How it helped:  YouTube helped me find many tutorials on a variety of programs (mostly 

blender tutorials) and as such greatly helped me improve my skills in the area of 3D 

modelling. Through I have learnt a variety of new skills in blender e.g. Cycles rendering, 

lighting, materials, and modelling techniques. Tutorials that have particularly helped me 

available on YouTube are the Andrew price blender tutorials. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.videocopilot.net/
https://www.youtube.com/
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Processes 

Rendering Types 

Rendering Type Description 
Real Time Rendering: 

 

Real time rendering is often used for 
interactive media like games and 
simulations; it is calculated and displayed in 
real time. The goal of theses is often to 
achieve a high degree of photorealism, to do 
this a frame rate of 24 fps or more is needed 
to deceive the eyes into seeing movement. 
 

Non Real Time Rendering: 

 

Non real time rendering is often used for 
non-interactive media like films and 
animations. They render at a much slower 
speed but a higher quality and frame rate.  
 

 

Rendering methods 

Method Description 
Scan line rendering: 

 

Scan line rendering is an algorithm that 
renders visible surface of the media line by 
line. As no light simulation occurs it does not 
look as realistic as other methods of 
rendering. 

Ray Tracing / Cycles: 

 

Ray tracing calculates the path of the 
simulated light through the particles of what 
is being rendered. This method tries to 
simulate actual light hitting and reflecting off 
an object. 

Radiosity: 

 

Radiosity rendering attempts to create a 
more realistic render by having light sources 
output light and then having that light reflect 
off surfaces onto other surfaces much like 
how light works in real life. It is very similar 
to Ray tracing 
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Camera Shots 

Camera Shot Description Picture 
Extreme close up: 

 
Contains one part of the 
characters face, used to create an 
intense atmosphere or convey a 
specific emotion.  

Close Up: Contains the face of only one 
character, conveys the emotions 
of just one character well. 

 
Mid Shot: Contains the characters or 

character from the waist up, 
conveys the face and body 
language of a character well.  

Full Shot: Contains the character/characters 
in complete view, used to show 
the immediate surroundings of a 
character with full body language.  

Long Shot: 
 

Contains a landscape (possibly 
with characters) used to get a feel 
for the characters surroundings. 

 
Extreme Long Shot: Contains a large amount of 

landscape (possibly with 
characters).  Used to establish the 
scene. 

 

 

Camera Angles 

Camera Angle Description Picture 
Bird’s Eye Angle: An angle that looks directly 

down onto the scene, used 
to establish the scene. 

 
High Angle: 

 
An angle that looks down 
upon a character making 
them look vulnerable. 

 
Eye Level Angle: 

 
An angle that looks a 
character in the eyes making 
us more comfortable with 
them.  

Low Angle: 
 

An angle that looks up to a 
character making them look 
more powerful. 
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Presentation: 

Presentation type Description 

DVD A DVD with a menu and possibly extra 
option where the video is selected and 
played from. 

Raw file The raw file without any presentation types 

Website A website made by the student, with the 
video embedded into it. 

YouTube/online service Posting the video on YouTube or a similar 
online service. 

 

Inspiration: 

I was inspired by several different things, namely the year 10 lightsaber assignments, several 

major works I have seen, and special effects tutorials on video co-pilot and YouTube. I was 

inspired to add a 3D model by other major works, movies, and movie trailers. 

Technologies 

Computer Research 

The computer is a necessary part of the major work as all of the editing, special effects; 

sound effects, 3d modelling, and rendering are done on it. Keeping this in mind I researched 

many computers to find out which one would be best suited to my needs. However I do not 

know what does what in terms of multimedia and which parts are better suited to 

multimedia projects than others. 

 

Operating System: 

There are several types of operating systems including Windows, Mac OSX, and Linux. The 

only one of these I have experience with is windows and as such it is the one I am most 

likely to choose. My other possible choice is Linux as it is free however there are many 

programs that do not run on Linux so it is a less likely option. 
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Computer Research 

Central Processing unit: 

The central processing unit (CPU) is the part of the computer that carries out all the tasks of 

any computer program. As many editing programs are CPU heavy I need a CPU that can 

keep running at a good speed regardless. 

 

Random Access Memory: 

Random access memory (RAM) is a form of Primary storage and is needed to boot up the 

computer. It is where temporary data is stored for the programs currently running on the 

computer. Many multimedia editing programs need a lot of RAM and if I am running many 

at the same time I will need a lot of RAM (minimum of 4GB max of 16GB). I am likely to 

choose 8GB as ram is quite expensive and 8GB is enough to run several editing programs 

simultaneously.  

 

Graphics Card: 

The graphics card does a similar job to the CPU but is specialised for graphics and what is 

displayed on the computer rather than running the programs. For a multimedia production 

a good graphics card is essential as it deals with the rendering and production of special 

effects. I am unsure of which graphics card to choose but I will likely choose a higher end 

NVidia or AMD card. 
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Computer Research 

Disk Drive: 

The disk drive is a secondary storage device with a large capacity that can store any file type, 

and hold the system files and program files. Because of the file size of multimedia files and 

editing programs a large disk drive is essential. I already have a hard disk drive with 1.5 

terabytes of storage which is easily suitable. However hard disk drives are much slower than 

the more modern solid state drives which are currently more expensive and have a smaller 

storage capacity. 

 

*Outcome of Computer research/ evaluation of a multimedia computer: 
I have determined that a good multimedia computer needs a decent CPU, a good graphics 
card, at least 4GB of RAM and a reasonably large Hard Disk Drive. Because of this research I 
now have a reasonable idea of which parts of a computer are needed to make a good 
multimedia production. 
 

 

Camera Equipment 

Aperture: The aperture of a camera is the adjustable hole the lets light through at the end 

of the camera. It is used to adjust the focus of the background and foreground as a larger 

aperture gives a more concentrated field of view making more distant things clearer and 

closer things more out of focus. 
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Camera Equipment 

ISO: The ISO is the sensitivity of the camera to light; a very high ISO will have more noise 

and a higher “grain”. It is used to allow the user to take photos in both high and low light by 

changing the ISO level.  

 

*Evaluation 

This research into materials, processes, and technologies, used in the production of a 
multimedia major work, has provided me with many possible techniques. I have a deeper 
understanding on the difference between 3D modelling, special effects and video/photo 
editing programs. I also have a better idea of filming methods and techniques, providing me 
with a wider view of the camera angles and shots I could implement into my major work. 
The research into technologies has deepened my understanding of how a camera works and 
of the hardware used in a computer. 

 

*Overall Evaluation of my research:   

From my research I have learnt a lot about different filming techniques, camera 
angles/shots, genres, camera and computer hardware, computer software for video editing, 
special effects, photo editing, and 3D modelling. All this new information has assisted me in 
deciding how I will approach my major work, and helped me formulate my ideas better. I 
now know many of the benefits of using different software and techniques that I previously 
did not understand. I feel this understanding will assist me not only in my school major 
work, but also in the future if when I come to buy a new computer, any multimedia 
software, or a camera. 
 

 

 A Cycles render and 

Liquid simulation test I 

made in blender 12/11/ 

2015.                                    

 

A model of a possible ship design for my video 16/12/2015.^ 
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Selection and Justification 

Materials 

Software 

Blender:  

Between 3D max, Maya and Blender, I have chosen Blender for my 3D modelling and 

animation as it is the 3D modelling program that I have the most experience with. It is also 

free, and it has a small file size so I can easily install it on any computer. Features of Blender 

include 3D modelling, animation, UV wrapping/ unwrapping, texturing, rendering, physics 

engine, game engine, particle simulation, camera tracking, shading/materials, and 

armature/rigging. I have decided not to use a texture for my model but to use blender’s 

Shading/materials feature instead.  

 

Adobe After-Effects:  

For My Special Effects program I have decided to go with Adobe After Effects because I have 

experience with this program, I already have it on my computer, and there are many useful 

plugins for it that I may use. 

Features of Adobe After Effects include special effects editing, video/sound editing 

(however I will be using premiere for this), plugins (SFX), easy interface. 

 

Adobe Premiere Pro:  

For my video/sound editor I have chosen Adobe Premiere Pro because I have experience in 

it and it is easy to use. 

Features of Adobe Premiere Pro include high quality video editing, high quality sound 

editing/mixing, and variety of file formats, easy interface, and plugins. 

Genre  

The genre I have selected is action as I intend for my video to be short and based around  

climactic fight scenes and dramatic build up. I think action is the genre that best fits my 

intentions and as such it is the one I chose. 
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Location 

The location I have chosen to film in is the school oval or courts as my house is not suitable 

for filming a project of this kind. I will also have access to much better cameras if I choose to 

film at school due to access to the multimedia cameras 

 

Processes 

Rendering Types 

The rendering type I intend to use in is non-real-time rendering as this render yields a higher quality 

result but takes longer. If I were making a game I would use real-time rendering. 

 

Rendering  

Cycles / Radiosity:  

 

I will be using Cycles rendering in blender as it looks far more realistic than blender internal 

render. Cycles render also allows for the shading effects that I will be using instead of a 

texture. 

 

Camera Shots 

 The camera shots I intend to use are panning and possibly dolly shots, I will not be using 

crane shots as I lack the equipment. If I do use panning and dolly shots I will need to 

construct the platform and dolly or buy one. 

 Camera Angles  

I intend to use all mentioned camera angles to some degree, however I will likely focus on 

full to mid shots, only using the other shots occasionally to set the scene and mood. Close 

up shots will be used to some extent. 

Presentation 

Of all the options I found that a DVD menu will the most suitable as a raw file seems lacking 

to me and I lack the time and skills to make a good website to present it. I strongly 

considered YouTube but decided that it is too similar to a raw file and wish to show an extra 

skill. If I find I run out of time, I will present it as a raw file. 
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Technologies 

Hardware 

Operating System:  

I have decided to use windows as that is the operating system that I am most familiar with. I 

will likely use both windows 7 and 10 as they are the current versions of windows I am 

using. 

CPU:  

The CPU that I will be using will be an Intel i7 and an Intel M as they are the CPU’s that I 

already have in my desktop computer and my laptop. 

Ram: 

I have decided to go with 8gb of RAM as that is a reasonable amount for anything that I will 

be doing and the amount that I already have in my desktop and laptop. 

Graphics Card:  

I will be using Intel’s integrated HD graphics for my laptop and a GTX 750 Ti form my 

desktop. 

 

Disk Drive: 

I will be using a Hard Disk Drive with 1.5TB of storage for my desktop and a 120GB Solid 

State Drive for my laptop as they are what I currently own. 

Camera Equipment 

All camera equipment in research (aperture, focal length, shutter speed, ISO) will be used as 

they are essential components to all cameras 

The camera I will use is a Nikon d3300, provided by the school, 
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Development of Ideas 

At the start of the major work, I had difficulty deciding between a short film/trailer and a 3D 

model animation. I was torn as I really enjoyed 3D modelling and had some experience with 

this. Although I had less experience with producing a short film/trailer, I had enjoyed what I 

had done. I then learnt that implementing a 3D model into a live action video was readily 

done and there were plenty of Tutorials online. Thus I made the decision to incorporate 3D 

model animation into live action footage, with scenes made entirely from life action and 3D 

animation. 

The next decision was deciding on what programs to use. I had already decided that I was 

going to use Adobe After Effects for creating the special effects as I had experience and 

access to this software. I decided to use Premier Pro for editing video and sound over After 

Effects as it is much better suited to do this. I was considering using Maya for the 3D model 

but after learning of the compositing feature in blender, which allows for a 3D model to be 

easily incorporated into live action footage, I decided to stick with blender. 

The next step was to decide what my program would be about. There were 3 main ideas I 

was considering, these were; Star wars short film/trailer, Matrix short film/trailer, and a 

mage battle (magic effects) short film/trailer. 

The magic battle would be hard to implement any decent 3D models into live action, and 

would mostly consist of special effects in adobe after effects. Although I liked this idea, it did 

not match up with what I wanted to make. 

Another possibility, the matrix video would also have been good to do, it would have been 

possible to add 3D models into life action in the form of a robot, bullets, or another object 

bent with the mind. These would have been cool effects but I was struggling to think of 

possible special effects, other than the 3D model related ones, that would be achievable 

with my skills and on time. 

The last idea for the project was the lightsaber video. I was somewhat reluctant to do this as 

I had already made one in year ten. However, this project would easily fulfil all my 

requirements, with space ships for the 3D model incorporated into live action, lightsaber, 

particle, and lightning effects, as well as a beam down effect for special effects. This made 

this idea the best suited for my goals. 

I decided to go with the lightsaber video, as it was the most suitable for the reasons 

mentioned above, the other 2 were difficult to incorporate either 3D models, or special 

effects. Thus this was the one I settled on. 
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Sketching and Idea Generation 

Draft Storyboard: 

 

 

 

This is a draft storyboard and is not the final copy it is a very basic outline of my plan for the 

video. 

Idea generation sketches: 

 

Idea generation sketches of ships made in Adobe Illustrator  

 

 This is a simple idea sketch of the motion of the ship and 

camera in the intro scene of my video, where the ship flies past 

the camera and the camera follows it, in an s type movement. 
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Prototyping, Modelling, and Testing 

Testing 3D modelling of a space ship without 

materials or textures, done in blender internal 

render. 

 

 

Testing a 3D model of a ship that has landed with 

materials, done in blender with cycles render. 

 

 

 

Testing another 3D modelled ship with more 

advanced cycles materials including glass and 

emission. 

 

 

 

Testing another 3D modelled ship in blender with 

cycles, using more advanced cycles materials to 

make a metallic, glass, and computer monitor 

material. Also used better lighting with a 

background image. This version of the ship had a 

crudely modelled cockpit behind the glass. 

 

The above pictures are draft designs of ships that I may use in my major work. They are 

crude versions that I used different modelling techniques in to improve my skills the dates 

are as follows 19/11/2015, 28/11/2015, 9/12/2015, 16/12/2015. 
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Testing 2 point motion tracking in after effects. This was a test to see if my props were easily 

tracked, which they were not. 19/2/2016 

 

2 point motion tracking test with lightsaber applied in after effects. This also uses lightsaber 

effects without the saber plugin. 24/2/2016 

 

Examples of tests I made in blender to better understand liquid simulation, and 

modelling/lighting/materials with blender’s cycles render, dates as follows; 12/11/ 2015, 

9/11/2015. 

  

Cell fracturing and physics testing in blender, 4/2/2016 
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  Examples of lightning effects tests made with the after effects advanced lightning tool, 

date 13/1/2016. 

 

Examples of tests made using the video co-pilot shockwave effects. These are combinations 

of different shockwaves, with colour modification, and glow effects to make them look 

better. Date 20/1/2016 

Production and Working Drawings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A template for my ship 3D model showing top, side, front and diagonal top view 25/2/2016. 
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Final Storyboard: 
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*Ongoing Evaluation: This is the final storyboard that I used during the filming and development stage. It 

allowed for me to accurately film each shot, and place each video and sound effects. 
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Design and Design Modification 

Materials 

For the major work I made several props, one of these props was the lightsaber itself. I 

made it out of wood with the intention of tracking it. The first step I took towards tracking it 

involved tying coloured ribbon around the prop. This did not work well as the colours were 

not different enough from the surroundings and the ribbons could slip. 

To attempt to fix this problem I painted the tips of the lightsaber to make permanent 

tracking points, however they were too small and when the prop was swung the faded out 

and could not be properly tracked. After this problem occurred I decided to abandon 

tracking and attempt other methods. The Roto brush tool did not properly select the saber 

as it was too small and too fast. I then painted the whole saber one colour to make it easier 

to see against the background for Roto scoping, I briefly considered Chroma keying but the 

colours I used were not vibrant or unnatural enough to do this properly. 

Due to time restrictions, as I had a Software Design and Development Minor Work due at a 

similar time to this major work, I had to cut some scenes and ideas from the video. Initially I 

wanted to have a force choke scene, a force push scene, using the force to pull the saber 

into the actors hands (done with reversed footage), and an alien planet background. 

However considering my time restrictions I could not realistically achieve these as my skills 

in these areas are still limited. 

Due to the aforementioned time constraints I could not achieve the landing of the ship and 

the sith getting out, in live action. I realised that this would require a fair bit of modification 

to my ship, and a green screen effect. As I was struggling with the Software design minor 

work at the same time, I decided to use a beam down effect instead. This effect was 

something I was considering as a possibility from the beginning and is also something I had 

not attempted before. 

I changed the colour of my particles for the ship after having already having completed one 

render. I did this for several reasons. The particles of the new colours stood out against the 

background better, and the particles formed a nicer blur when compositing.  However I had 

to re render one scene. 

Final modifications: 

For the final movie trailer video there were several scenes that I needed to cut, these 

included one scene with the ship stopping, and one 2 scenes with the lightsaber, including 

the disarm scene. These were cut as they did not flow well with the way the trailer was set 

up, mostly due to their length and style. On top of this, the intro and outro I had planned 

and rendered did not fit well with the trailer and could not be directly included. 
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Project Management 

Finance plan 

My budget is 2000$ and I will not spend over this, as this includes costs for the laptop and 

PC, the real budget is around $400.  I doubt that I will be spending all of this, and believe 

that I will have around $250 to spare. I believe this is achievable as the school provides 

much of the software I will use.  

Products Cost Amount payed 

Computers PC (Alien ware Aurora R3 + 
custom parts): $1800  
Laptop (Lenovo Yoga 3 Pro): 
$2100 new 
School computers: $800 
 

PC: $400, purchased second 
hand. 
Laptop: $1200, Purchased on 
sale. 
School computer: $0 
Supplied by school. 

Computer accessories 
(Mouse, keyboard, monitor) 

PC: $200 
School computers: $100 

PC: $0 free with computer. 
School computers: $0 
Supplied by school 

Adobe CC $50 per month, approx. $450 
total 

$0, supplied by school 

Printing $40 - $100  

Storage USB 16Gb: $20, Google 
Drive: free 

$20 for USB 

Camera Nikon D3300: $420 $0, supplied by school 

Microsoft Office 2010 Software: 100$ $0: supplied by school and 
pre-installed on laptop and 
PC. 

Blender 2.77 free $0, free software. 

 

*Evaluation of finance plan:  

My total actual cost was $60. The projected cost, providing I purchased everything myself 
again, without discounts would be approx. $6030 - $6090. There was one unexpected cost 
where my home pc stopped working and a new component was added by a pc repair 
company, this cost $80. The total actual costs excludes previously owned things such has 
USB, laptop, home PC, etc as I did not buy these for the purpose of the major work 
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Time Plan Term 4: 2015            key: 

 

Section Proposed 
/actual 

Week 1     Week 2         Week 3      Week 3      Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9  Week 10 Week 11 

Folio (Proposed )             

Folio (Actual)             

Filming (Proposed )             

Filming (Actual)             

Editing (Proposed )             

Editing (Actual)             

Special Effects 
(Proposed ) 

            

Special effects (Actual)             

3D Modelling 
(Proposed ) 

            

3D Modelling (Actual)             

Tracking (Proposed )             

Tracking (Actual)             

Sound Effects 
(Proposed ) 

            

Sound Effects (Actual)             

Rendering (Proposed )             

Rendering (Actual)             

Testing/practice(Actual 
only) 

            

 

*Term 4: 2015 Evaluation 

 

Actual  
Proposed  

3D modelled the intro scene of my major work and did lots of draft ship designs and 3D models. I did lots of planning and the first part of the folio. 
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Time Plan Term 1: 2016                key: 

 

Section Proposed 
/actual 

Week 1     Week 2         Week 3      Week 3      Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9  Week 10 Week 11 

Folio (Proposed )             

Folio (Actual)             

Filming (Proposed )             

Filming (Actual)             

Editing (Proposed )             

Editing (Actual)             

Special Effects 
(Proposed ) 

            

Special effects (Actual)             

3D Modelling 
(Proposed ) 

            

3D Modelling (Actual)             

Tracking (Proposed )             

Tracking (Actual)             

Sound Effects 
(Proposed ) 

            

Sound Effects (Actual)             

Rendering (Proposed )             

Rendering (Actual)             

Testing/practice(Actual 
only) 

            

*Term 1 2016 Evaluation 

 

Actual  
Proposed  

Filming was much later than predicted as were special effects, rendered small sections such as my intro. I had many problems regarding the saber props and how to apply the saber effects, this delayed the filming 

and as such everything else. I tried painting track points and then the whole prop, testing 2 point tracking, and a variety of effects, finally settling on Roto scoping and the video co-pilot saber plugin. 
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Time Plan Term 2: 2016                key: 

 

Section Proposed 
/actual 

Week 1     Week 2         Week 3      Week 3      Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9  Week 10 

Folio (Proposed )            

Folio (Actual)            

Filming (Proposed )            

Filming (Actual)            

Editing (Proposed )            

Editing (Actual)            

Special Effects 
(Proposed ) 

           

Special effects (Actual)            

3D Modelling 
(Proposed ) 

           

3D Modelling (Actual)            

Tracking/Compositing 
(Proposed ) 

           

Tracking/Compositing 
(Actual) 

           

Sound Effects 
(Proposed ) 

           

Sound Effects (Actual)            

Rendering (Proposed )            

Rendering (Actual)            

Testing/practice(Actual 
only) 

           

*Term 2 2016 Evaluation 

Actual  
Proposed  

Finished off special effects, filmed sections for beam down effect and tracking/compositing, tracking and compositing was behind schedule as was sound effects however both were finished in time. Final renders were completed on 

time but took longer than expected to start and finish. 
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Record of Production 

Production of student number intro: Date: Started 11/12/2016 

Creating text in blender and increasing its thickness to make it 3D instead of 2D. I then 

converted the text into a mesh. 

   

 

The student number mesh is then remeshed with an octree depth of 8 and cell fractured to 

create many independent objects, if it is not remeshed with and octree depth of 8 then the 

cell fracture is jagged and the numbers are not correctly formed. 

    

    

  Remesh tab closeup with application  cell fracture tab close up showing the settings. 
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The one fragment of the number then has ridged body physics applied to it and the settings 

copied to all other fragments, a box used as the terrain wit passive ridged body physics is 

then made under the number. 

 

                 

 

 

 

 

 

The number is tested to see if it will fall apart, which it does; the physics on the number is 

then set to “Start deactivated” so it won’t move until touched. A wall with ridged body 

physics applied is made behind the number 

  

 

Closeup of student number collapsing. 

Close-up tab of the 

application of the 

physics ridged body 

settings to all 

fragments 

Close-up tab of 

the physics 

settings to be 

applied to the 

fragments. 
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The wall is then animated so that it smashes into the number, the gound is then extended to 

make a long plane for the fragments to roll over. 

 

   

Close-up of wall hitting number Close-up of number sliding across the 

floor. 

 

A blue background is then created, the number is textured with a material (glossy, 

antroscopic),  the scene is lighted, and the moving wall and background are hidden, the 

animation is then rendered as a video.        

Date: Finished 21/012/2015  

 

Note: The colour scheme and background material was altered slightly to look better. 
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Filming: Footage of filmed sections of my major work without modification or effects (top 

left: lightning scene, top right and bottom left: lightsaber effects, bottom right: 3D model 

implementation scene). Date 06/04/2016: 

 

 Ship construction and texturing: Date 10/03/2016 – 23/03/2016 

Make a new square, extrude it into a rectangle, then mould it into the rough shape of a 

ships body and cockpit. 

 

Extrude out and mould the wings and rear engine. 
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Split the ship in half and apply a mirror modifier to it. This makes every modification to one 

half of the ship get mirrored onto the other half, reducing the amount of time needed to 

model the ship. 

 

Modify the cockpit to make it look better, extrude out and refine the engine (decided that I 

didn’t like the previous design). 

 

Extrude out the engines and mould them to look more aerodynamic. 

 

Apply a smooth shader to make the ship look smooth instead of blocky. 
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Separate the side engines from the wings and place a panel between them, this allows for 

the side engines to be pivoted without distorting the rest of the ship. 

 

Make a new single bone armature and move it into place under the ships body, make a 

second bone and move it into place under the side engine. Select the entire ship and add 

the armature modifier. (armature/ bones are used in pivoting and animating the ship.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Ongoing Evaluation: The base ship model is now complete and is ready to be 

textured and animated. By implementing the bones the ship can be easily 

animated and the side engines can be moved independently from the body. In this 

state the ship can be easily modified if need be, for example adding landing gear. 
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Now go to the materials tab on the right side and click new. 

 

These properties and demo material/texture 

will then be displayed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Go to the picture of a clock in the bottom left corner and click 

it, an options menu will be displayed, select Node Editor.  
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With the Node Editor open and selected press Alt-A and search for Texture coordinate, 

select the option to add it. Next I add an image texture node. And set its image to my space 

ship texture. 

 

I then add a mix shader node and a glossy shader node, and run the colour from the image 

texture node into both the default diffuse node and the glossy node. This combines the 

glossy and diffuse effect evenly and gives them the colour of my ship. 

 

I then link the texture coordinates, generated output, to the image texture vector input, and 

set the image texture from flat, to box. 
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I made the Spec map by first loading up the original texture in photoshop. Go to image, 

adjustments, and select Brightness/contrast. Set the brightness to -50, and the contrast to 

100 and apply it.  

 

 

Repeat the brightness and contrast steps as shown and the result should look like this. 

Note(for some reason my photoshop was applying a pale yellow filter to all the images, 

however once rendered the images were the correct colour. See picture 2 for the rendered 

image). 

  

I add a new image texture node and set its image to the SPEC map made in the steps above. 

And run the generated value from the texture coordinates node into it.
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Add a new math node and set it to multiply. Run the colour value from the Spec image 

texture into the multiply node and then through the FAC value of the mix shader, this 

applies the SPEC map to the ship. 

 

Add yet another Image texture node and set the image to the Bump map I made, the Bump 

map was made in the same way as the spec map, but with different brightness and contrast 

settings and a small amount of blur. Then add a Bump node and use the bump colour value 

as the input for the bump height. The normal value from the bump is connected to the 

normal value of the diffuse node. The bump Distance is set to 0.001, and the bump map has 

been applied 
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In the final step for the texturing a new mix shader is added and placed between the 

previous one and the output. A Fresnel node is added and the FAC values of the Fresnel and 

second Mix shader are linked. This was how I made the main texture for my ship. 

  

 

 

The other colours on my ship were not textures at all but simply materials with either an 

emission shader applied (for the orange and blue materials) or a glossy and glass shader 

(black material). The light blue and orange sections also share a material with the particles 

wish will be shown later. 
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To make the particles first open up the ship 3D model in blender. And enter into edit mode 

and wireframe mode. 

 

 

Select the section of the ship which the particles are to be emitted from and select the 

vertices of that section. Press Shift-D to duplicate the section and move it to ensure it is 

duplicated correctly. 

 

 

Press CTRL-Z to reset the position of the section. Press space bar and search for separate, 

apply separate by selection, this will make the pane selected an entirely different object 

from the ship, allowing for particles to be applied. 
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Select the now separate pane, and go to the particles tab on the right sidebar. Click new to 

make a new set of particles. 

 

  

 

 

 

Set the particles number to 20000 and tick the use modifier stack option, this allows for the 

particles to be evenly distributed on both sides of the pane. However as you can see in 

picture one, the particles are not emitted as if they were exhaust fumes, instead they fall 

down and bounce like balls. 
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To fix the particles and make them act like exhaust fumes. To fix this go to the field weights 

tab under particle properties and set gravity to 0. This allows the particles to be emitted in a 

constant stream without being affected by gravity. 

 

To make the particles seem more natural set the lifetime random property from 0 to 0.4, 

the velocity(other) random property from 0 to 0.5, and the x velocity to 4.  This makes the 

particles spread apart slightly and makes different particles last slightly longer and move 

slightly faster, making the stream look more natural. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following is an example of a test title intro. This test involved a box with the 

title text filling with water, but excluding the text. The effect was nice but the 

effect did not flow nicely with the final result so it was cut. 
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To get the particles visible create a new icosphere on a different layer, this will be used as a 

base model for all the particles of this type. Go back to the particles and in the particles 

properties tab, under render, select the object tab. Click on the box next to Dupli Object and 

select the icosphere made earlier. 

 

Now, under the Render section of the particle properties, set the size to 0.02 and the 

random size to 1. This makes the max size 0.02 but the actual size can be anything less than 

that. 

 

Next go back to the icosphere, go to the materials tab, and select new. Open the node 

editor, delete the diffuse shader, and add a particle info node. 
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Add an emission shader with its colour set to blue, and a plane transparent shader, run 

these together through the mix shader. Add a new math node and set it to divide, run the 

lifetime and age values from the particle info into the divide node, and then run the divide 

node value into the mix shader FAC, this causes the particles to be brighter or more 

transparent depending on the particle. 

 

Add a new mix shader and a new emission shader, set the emission shader to dark blue with 

a strength of 20. Finally add a new Fresnel node and run it through the second mix shader 

FAC. 

 

 

Repeat these steps with the side engine, make a new cube, scale it down, move it into place 

over the side engine. 
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Under the physics tab of the new cube, and add a force field modifier. And set the force 

field type to wind. 

 

 

 

Duplicate the cube and move it into place on the other engine. This allows the particles of 

the side engine to move in any direction that the wind force field is pointing. Finally set the 

colour of the side engines to be the blue of the back engine. The change the back engine to 

an red colour on the first emission shader, and an orange/red for the second one. The 

particles will later be blurred but that will be displayed in the compositing section. 
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Earth construction and texturing: Date 21 – 27/03/2016  

Make a new Sphere and apply the basic land texture, Setting the texturing type to sphere. 

 

Apply the ocean texture and add a glossy shader. Fit the texture to the sphere. 

 

Invert the texture, mix the ocean and land texture, and apply Fresnel. 

 

Apply the bump map texture. And set it to a satisfactory level. 
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Make a new sphere slightly larger than the base one, apply the clouds texture to it, and fit 

the texture. 

 

Mix the cloud texture with a transparent one and apply non colour data, with a high FAC. 

 

Make another new sphere, slightly larger than the cloud sphere, mix the diffuse and 

transparent shader with a blue colour. Add a layer weight, and increase its strength. 
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Make a new sphere much smaller than the original one, apply the moon texture, and move 

the moon into place. 

 

 

Shot of textured earth and moon in position        

 

 

 

 

Import the Ship 3D model and scale it down to size. 

 

 

Set up particles for ship, and make space background for scene (no screen caps or video). 
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Fine tune the textures for the ship. (later changed the colours of the particles) 

 

 

Animate the ship to fly towards the earth and animate the camera to follow alongside it to 

get a better shot. 

 

 

3D model of earth, moon, and spaceship. This has been animated as the ship flies past the 

camera, and towards the earth (Australia).  
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Lightsaber effects:  Date started 06/04/2016, Date finished 15/05/2016 

New solid made and saber effect (from plugin) applied. 

 

Saber solid blending mode set to screen and the effect is lined up with the prop. 

 

Opacity set to 50% and glow turned off to make it easier to line up with the prop, the effect 

is then animated by Roto scoping (key frames) on the start and end point.  

 

    

Close-up of rotoscoping .  close-up with solid. 
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The blade is rotoscoped for the entire scene, the opacity is then turned back to full and the 

glow turned back on, minor adjustments are then made to the glow part of the effect, and 

the size/ type of the blade. 

 

Close-up of  saber effect with glow applied,  

showing the start and end point 

 

Close-up of keyframes for rotoscoping. 

 

Another new solid layer is added, and the saber effect applied 
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The colour is then changed to red to make it easer to see and look better, then the blending 

mode is set to screen. 

 

The saber is then lined up with the prop, the opacaty is reduced to 50% and the glow turned 

of to make it easier to position. 

 

The saber is then animated by rotoscoping the effect, the same as the previous saber, the 

opacaty is set back to full and the glow turned back on. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Ongoing Evaluation: I am very pleased with the saber plugin as it achieves the 

same results as the previous method (Feathered solid), however it is less of a 

hassle and easier to rotoscope.  The process is however, more time consuming 

than I had originally expected. 
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Minor adjutments are made to the saber glow, size and type to make it look better. A new 

solid called particles is added. 

 

The CC partical effects system effect is then applied, and a glow effect applied to the 

particles. 

 

The particle effects are modified to make them more subtle (lower birth rate, lower lifetime, 

different fade out, 0 gravity), the colour is then changed to make it blend well wit hthe 

background and sabers. 

  

The particles are then lined up with the meeting point of the sabers and animated by 

rotoscoping and changing the opacity and birth rate to give variation, and prevent particles 

from appearing when the sabers arn’t touching. 
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Lightning effects: Date started 18/05/2016, 

Make a new solid, name it lightning, and set its colour to black 

  

Making a new solid   new black solid (ligkning solid) 

Apply advanced lightning to the black solid and set the blending mode to screen. 

 

Advanced lightning effects settings. 
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Move the lightning into place and set the direction of the lightning to strike 

  

Example of direction lightning     direction panel. 

Set up lightning effect to be rotoscoped and keyframed (animated frame by frame), and 

animate the opacity to make the lightning fade out when it is not being cast. 

  

   

Closeup of lightning animation keyframes.  Closeup of opacity keyframes. 

Apply the saber effects as seen above. Duplicate the original rotoscoped lightning effect and 

change the start and end points, as well as the conductivity state. Rotoscope the dupicated 

lighnting with a different start and end point to the original one. 
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Change the colour of the lightning to a paler blue, repeat the step above again, making yet 

another branch of lightning, and fully animate it. 

  

 

Tracking and compositing: 21/5/2016 – 29/6/2016 

Tracking live action film to allow for a 3D model to be overlaid onto the video. 
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In the motion tracking tab and click the set up tracking scene button. 

  

Select the particle emitters and force fields and move them to a different layer. 

 

 

Make a new render layer and set it to mask the foreground and background layers 
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Open the compositor, these nodes should be displayed as default. These nodes are deleted. 

 

 

Make a new composite and viewer node, make a new movie clip node and run it through an 

undistort node (removes distortion) and a scale node (sets the scale to the render size). 

 

Add a render layer node set to background, run the alpha through an invert node (inverts 

the data provided) and then the shadow and AO into independent add nodes(combines 

data provided) with the invert node colour output. The 2 add nodes image output are then 

run through a multiply node (multiplies the provided data together), this process allows for 

a shadow to be visible with the pane it lies on being invisible. The shadow setup is then run 

through a multiply node with the video to get the shadow displayed with the video behind 

it. 
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Add 2 new render layer nodes set to foreground and the particles render layer. Run the 

image output from the particles node through a blur node set to fast Gaussian(Blurs the 

image) and then a glare node set to fog glow (makes the image glow as if there was fog lit 

up around it). Run the particles layer and the foreground layer together with an alpha over 

node (works similarly to multiply but prioritises the top layer, only removing its 

background). The foreground/particles layers and the background/movie layer are run 

together through an alpha over node into the outputs. 

  

 

Examples of render results after compositing. (the shadow is in the sky as it was easier to 

see this way). 

  

Animating the 3D model of the ship onto the live action footage. 
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Titles 30/06/2016 – 2/07/2016: 

In adobe premiere pro go to new and make a new title. 

  

Close up of how to make a title in premier pro  

 

A popup will open allowing you to design the title, use the “text” tool and type In the 

desired text. 

  

This is a close up of the title designer screen 

         

Resize the text, set its font, and set its colour to a faded yellow. 

  

Close up of title designer screen to better   

see the text. 
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Select the text and tick the sheen option, in the sheen options set the colour to black 

 

Above is a close up of the sheen properties 

under the Title Properties tab. 

 

Under the sheen settings set the opacity to 30% and the size to 50. 

 

Close up of sheen settings showing 

changes made. 

 

Export the project by going to; File, Export, Media. (note the text may look different as I 

changed the font to one I found more satisfactory). 

 

Close up of the file menu showing how to export the 

video as a media file, (note; the file is exported as a 

media file as exporting as an AAF file did not work).  

Once media is clicked a popup should open (picture 1), 
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the render settings are then chosen and the export button is clicked to export/render. 

(Picture 2 is a shot of the export settings). 

    

Open Adobe After Effects and add the exported video to the project. Set up the scale for 

animation, and animate it. This will make the text appear to come towards the camera.  

  

Export with the same method shown for premere, however, the render settings will be 

displayed in a bottom bar, not a pop up box 

 

 

Below is a close up of the bottom 

render/export bar in Adobe After 

Effects. 
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All other titles were made through a variation of this process 

For example the following title was made by using a different font, drawing a black shape in 

the background, and setting the background to have a gradient between white and red. 

 

To make a rolling credit slide I also used a similar procedure, however the title must be 

changed from still to rolling, the roll speed must be set, and the start and end position must 

be set. 

 

Sound Effects: Date 2/07/2016 to 10/07/2016 

Open Adobe Audition and make a new Multitrack 
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Import the Sound effects to be modified and add them on different tracks 

  

Zoom in and add the key points on the time line (where the sound should change), make the 

adjustment to the sound (in this case a volume/pitch increase). The distance between the two points 

effects the length of time the change takes, while the height difference between the points effects 

the change in pitch/volume. 

 

Set the key points to line up with the scenes from the video (if desired). This creates a 

variation within the same sound effect and is good for making something appear louder, 

quieter, closer, or further away. 

 

Using the second sound effect on a different track, move it into place, to line up with the 

peak of the first sound effect. Then reduce its size so that it is full contained within the peak 

of the first sound effect. 
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Add a fade in effect on the second sound and move the effect to the desired position. This 

makes the sound effect fade in over time. 

 

Add a fade out effect on the second sound and move the effect to the desired position. This 

makes the sound fade out over time. 

 

Export the file by going to: File, export, multitrack mix down, entire session. A popup will 

appear, adjust the settings to the desired output and click ok. 

 

Open the video that the sound is to be added to in premier pro. Add the sound effect, and 

move it into place according to the time line. Adjust the length of the sound effect if 

necessary, however, if the effect is well designed, this will not be necessary. 

 

Note: All other sound effects were made in this way and combined together in Premier Pro. 
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Work Health and Safety 

The environments I will be working in are, the school computer labs, my home 

computer/workspace, and my film location. All of these environments are reasonably safe 

however there are still several dangers to be considered. If proper research is done and 

proper action is taken, then these risks can be greatly reduced or eliminated completely. 

Risk Assessment Table 

The rankings/colours are and indicator of the average risk involved. A very likely event with 

severe consequences has a very high risk, while a rare event with minor consequences has a 

low risk. 

Likelihood Consequences 

Very minor Minor Moderate Major Severe 

Very likely medium high High Very high Very high 

Likely medium Medium High high Very high 

Possible Low medium High High Very high 

Unlikely Low low Medium Medium High 

Rare low low medium Medium medium 

 

 Ergonomic issues (back pain, RSI, posture): a poorly designed workspace can cause 

several issues such as back pain, bad posture, and RSI, these issues can become a 

major problem, and can prove to be very long lasting and painful. 

Likelihood: livery likely 

Consequences: major 

Risk Assessment: very high 

 

 Eye strain (poor lighting): poor lighting or a bad monitor can lead to eye strain if used 

for an extended period of time, this can be an issue as eye strain can be quite an 

issue. 

Likelihood: likely 

Consequences: moderate 

Risk assessment: high 

 

  Trip hazard: if the path is obstructed by a low object it can prove to be a tripping 

hazard. 

Likelihood: possible 

Consequences:  minor 

Risk assessment: low 
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  Physical injury: physical injury such as tripping, and hitting ones head on the corner 

of a table can be very sever, however does not happen that often. 

Likelihood: unlikely 

Consequences: major 

Risk assessment: high 

Fire Hazard (or other emergency) 

 

 

 

 

Fire extinguisher clearly signed with correct signs, the extinguisher is 

also in an easily accessible location. 

If evacuation is necessary there is a clearly posted 

evacuation plan for the school. 

 

 

 

Filming dangers: 

 

Location assessment: the first location is a steep gradient covered in dirt, when wet it poses 

a slipping/falling hazard as the mud becomes slippery. 

The second and third location have trees in them, this poses a hazard as many trees 

(particularly gums) drop their limbs easily, these can cause serious injury or death and must 

be avoided. Thus I did not film on a day with strong winds. 

Another possible issue during filming is injury related to tripping or the actors accidentally 

hitting each other with the props; this could cause minor injuries but still prove quite 

painful. This was overcome by having the actors practice. 
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Evaluation  

In relation to statement of Intent: 

Statement of intent: While aspects of my major work have changed over time I believe I 

have mostly achieved my initial goal. This was “to create a one to three minute long video of 

a light-saber battle between a sith lord and a Jedi, where the sith lord arrives in a 3D 

modelled and animated spaceship implemented into live action video. I want to display this 

in a movie trailer style.” However, due to time constraints, I did not achieve the initial goal 

of having the ship land and the sith get out of the ship, I compensated for this by instead 

implementing the beam down effect for the sith. 

Skills: I also achieved my goal of demonstrating and improving my skills such as 

● 3D Modelling 

● Animation 

● Texturing and Material Use 

● Cycles Rendering 

● Tracking 

● Physics 

● Masking 

● Special Effects (light-saber effects, lightning, etc.) 

● Video and Sound Editing + synchronisation 

 

I achieved this as all of these skills were implemented in my major work: 3D modelling, 

animation, texturing/materials, physics, and Cycles rendering were implemented in the 3D 

model animation, intro scene and the live action scene. Tracking was used in the live action 

scene and lightsaber testing. A variety of special effects and masking was used in the 

lightsaber, lightning, and beam down scenes. While my video and sound editing skills were 

demonstrated in the titles, sound effects, and final composition produced as all scenes were 

rendered separately and compiled at the end. 

I stayed True to my initial goal for all but one scene and am pleased with the overall product 

and skills demonstrated. I am very proud of this wok as it was a much greater task than any 

other previously attempted assignment. 

In relation to research and planning: 

Time plan: I have never been particularly good at planning but with this assignment it was 

crucial to have a time plan, to help me stay on track and complete the project on time. I 

found that when planning, my predicted time of completion and my actual time of 

completion, for all effects, was behind and that my work speed was much slower than I had 

predicted. Taking this into account I had to alter my plans and change/remove some scenes. 
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Research: The research helped me greatly as I had a very limited knowledge and 

understanding of the software, technology, and processes involved in a multimedia project. 

I was able to learn more about the variety of 3D modelling and special effects programs and 

was able to choose the programs that best fit my needs. I also learned about the 

components of a computer, camera shots/angles, rendering methods, and file types. 

Storyboards: Drawing concept storyboards assisted me greatly in terms of knowing what 

shots and skills to implement in each scene. 

Finance Plan: The finance plan assisted me in knowing how much the project could 

potentially cost, and knowing my budget. By using the finance plan I could minimise my 

costs down to $60 planned, and $80 unexpected, for a total of $140. 

In relation to construction: 

Evaluation of construction process: The construction of my project was by far the most 

difficult section of development. Everything took far longer and was far harder to complete 

than I had predicted. I found at this point that many of my effects were too ambitious and 

had to be toned down or removed completely. However, I later found that I had some spare 

time at the end of the project as I had toned down too much. To utilise this spare time I 

decided to add in the earth zoom effect which is at the start of the video. 

Other than this most aspects of the construction process went smoothly. 

Changes I wanted to make: If I had more time and had better planned and prepared I would 

have liked to implement the effect of the ship landing and the sith climbing out of it. I would 

also prefer to have done a better render of my 3D model effects. I found out towards the 

end of the project that the screen resolution on my home computer is very unusual and that 

I did not take this into consideration. I had all of the pre-sets set up to look good on the 

home computer but found out that when I shifted to the school computers, the resolution 

was far too low and the image, slightly stretched. The result has a fair bit of noise and the 

image looks slightly off, as such I am not particularly happy with this section. 

To make these changes I would need to set up a landing animation for the ship. Green 

screen the sith climbing/sliding out of the cockpit, and tracking the ship so that it remains 

stationary in the footage. I would also need to mask out sections of the ship/sith if the sith 

passes in front or behind a part of the ship 

I would also like to do a better job of tracking the footage. It was my first time tracking video 

and I had some errors which I could not fix without entirely restarting and re-rendering. As I 

did not have time to do this, the ship in live action scenes have some jolts in them and the 

movement is not entirely smooth. 
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Production 

Quality of the Product 

The overall quality of the project is satisfactory, most of the scenes are clearly demonstrate 

my skills and original intent. However I believe the quality could be massively increased by 

simply rendering at a higher quality, and removing the small issues in the current scenes. 

Evidence of a Range of Skills 

I aimed to show and improve a range of skills, some of these I was experienced in, others I 

had no experience in. 

This table shows the main skills used, my experience, and the difficulty I had with them. 

Skill Experience Difficulty 

Special effects (Lightsaber, 
sparks, lightning…etc) 

High Hard 

Tracking Low Moderate/Hard 

Compositing  Null Very Hard 

3D modelling High Moderate/Hard 

Video and sound editing moderate Moderate/Easy 

 

Use of Appropriate Materials, Components, Processes and Technologies. 

Throughout my project is attempted to use materials, programs, processes, plugins, and 

techniques to improve the quality of the project. To do this I attempted to use modern 

plugins and rendering techniques such as cycles over blender render. As well as ensuring I 

was using up to date versions of the software. 

Links Between Planning and Production 

I followed my storyboard. Although my timing may have been slightly off regarding the time 

plan, I followed my storyboard closely and achieved the result I was hoping for. 

Evidence of practical Problem Solving 

Initially my plan was to track the lightsabers using props with tracking points. However, after 

performing tests with these props I decided that tracking them was impractical. TO 

overcome this problem I painted the whole prop to make it stand out and Roto scoped the 

saber effects on. 


